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S Series
SUNLITE 41480-SU S14 Incandescent
Colored Party String Light Bulb, 11
Watts, Medium Base (E26), Dimmable,
Mercury Free, Yellow 12 Pack

DESCRIPTION:
Sunlite's S14 bulb will bring a vintage feel to your indoor or
outdoor space. It is ideal for patio or garden string lights, sign
lighting, vanity lighting and other decorative fixtures. It delivers
a bright light while still gentle on the eye. It is perfect for string
lights or in any other exposed application. Its durable colored
housing produces a beautiful glow and creates a festive
atmosphere. This 11 watt (80 Lumen) energy saving bulb has
a super low energy cost of $1.32 per year. Its long lamp life of
2,000 hours will last 1.8 years (based on 3 hour per day use).
This general use bulb fits into standard medium (E26) bases.
It is ETL listed for damp locations.

FEATURES:
§ CONVEINIENT 12 PACK - Save money when purchasing

this handy 12-pack and have spare bulbs right when you
need them

§ FESTIVE LIGHTING - Set the mood by simply swapping
out the bulbs and adding some color. Ideal for parties,
special events, and holiday decorations. Great for showing
your support for special causes or just adding some color
to every day.

§ DIMMABLE - Adjust the light to suit your mood. When
attached to a dimmer switch the 80 lumen output of these
lamps can be adjusted from 100% to 1% and anywhere in
between with no flickering.

§ MERCURY FREE - These bulbs contain no mercury or
other harmful chemicals making them safe for the
environment. Bulb measures 3.19 inches high, 1.77 inches
in diameter.

§ INCANDESCENT LIGHT - Incandescent bulbs provide
flicker free light that are instant on at full brightness with no
warm up time.
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SPECIFICATIONS:

General Characteristics
Bulb Shape S14

Product Data
Case Unit Rate 20
Pack Size 12
Item UPC 653703414805
Package Type Box
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